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DIGITAL SIGNAGE

SOLUTIONS

OUTDOOR LCD IP66 MONITOR series
40", 42", 46"

O UT DOOR
HIGHLIGHTS
Impressive picture quality: Full HD
Ideally suited for various indoor and outdoor
installations as well as 24/ 7 applications
Extensive input & output terminals
Network integration (optional) for maintaining and
controlling the monitor on the LAN

WATERPROOF
Robust Stainless Steel extra strong, sealed cabinet
Input board protection
Reinforced ventilation
Anti front-condensating system
Built in Rack PC configuration
Antireflective crystal
PC service portal
Easy Service & Maintenance, without any cabinet,
removal
Optional Transreflective electronics and panel, in
case of direct sunrays
Optional Built in Heaters

OUT DOOR LCD 40" Ful l HD DID
OUT DOOR LCD 42" HD T RANSFLECT IVE
OUT DOOR LCD 46" HI- BRIGHT 1. 500 CD/ M
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OUT DOOR LCD 40" Ful l HD DID

MONI T OR

OUT DOOR LCD 42" HD T RANSFLECT IVE
OUT DOOR LCD 46" HI- BRIGHT 1. 500 CD/ M

WATERPROOF OUTDOOR MONITOR
HANTAREX Outdoor range of monitors are picture-perfect even at critic
temperatures of up to -20° C or in adverse weather conditions, such as rain,
high degree of humidity and high presence of dust.
Advanced technology such as sunlight-readable functions, like the
availability of several LCD panels types, provided of different brightness of
transflective functionalities, ensure that even direct exposure to sunlight
does not reduce the picture quality.
The Outdoor range is fully protected against adverse weather and location
conditions and corresponds to protection class IP55 (upgradable till IP65).
This ensures that these units can withstand all types of weather.
Even at temperatures as low as -20 ° C, the LCD screens provide a razor-sharp
HD_Full HD quality picture at all times, making them perfectly suited for all
seasons.
Protection against vandalism and theft is of particular importance when it
comes to installations in public places.
The Outdoor monitor are equipped with special protective front crystal,
which is much stronger than normal glass used in the production of standard
monitor surfaces. In addition, this glass is non-reflective and the information
displayed can be read even from acute angles.
The monitor housing made from aluminium is rust, stain and the coated
painting is scratch-resistant, making it exceptionally robust.

HEATERS
The optional heaters work automaticly in the following way: when the
monitor is switched up in a freezing morning, the built-in electronic device

VANDALIC proof and
TAMPER proof
Double laminated front 6+4 mm protective glass

does not switch the monitor ON immediately, but j ust the heaters.
Reinforced front frame
Built in sensors constantly analyze the internal temperature and, as soon as
Reinforced back cover
a perfect working temperature has been reached, automatically switch the
Sliding Rack PC, which allows: to
heater OFF, and the monitor ON.
extract/ service the Rack PC itself without any
In 24/ 7 working conditions the heaters are not required, since constant
cabinet removal from the installation
electronics' running maintains temperature above 0° .
Special availability of panel changing or
updating, without any cabinet substitution
Special availability of front protective crystal
changing

